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Story Outline
As Hazel explores the park by herself, she finds a big puddle 

to splash in! Suddenly, she hears strange rustling behind 
the bushes which scares her away. Could it be a monster? 

Just a cute little puppy called Snuffles who also loves 
playing in puddles! Hazel comes back and meets him. 
Snuffles looks for a stick so that they can play fetch 

together.
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Storyboards

& Animatic
Link: https://youtu.be/7Mu7LtQBEU0
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Long shot to reveal where she is. Hazel skips 
forward.
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Hazel smiles as she skips forward Hazel moves closer to the screen

Hazel notices something Close up shot to show the change in her facial 
expression

Hazel smiles with excitement
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Medium shot to show that she is running Background in blurred to show she is running 
fast

Hazel moves closer to the puddleLong shot to show her surrounding and 
the puddle

Hazel moves closer to the side to show she is 
moving forward

Her arms are swinging as she runs
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The bush keeps moving sideways

Hazel makes a big splash in the puddleHazel happily raises her arms as she jumpsHazel leans forward and her arms raised up to 
show she is ready to jump

Close up to show the splash The splash lowers down and bush starts to 
move



Camera zooms in to show how frightened she 
is

The bush is moving quicker Hazel gets scared what might come out of the 
bush

Close up and background slightly blurred to 
show Hazel's expression notices the bush 
moving.

The bush moves sideways againThe bush stops moving
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The tail disappears and bush stops movingA tail appears behind the bushes

Hazel swings her arms as she runs awayHazel moves her arms downMedium shot showing Hazel running away 
frightened

The tail and the bush are moving sideways
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A puppy is hiding behind the bush The puppy gets up He jumps out of the bush

He jumps sideways He stands in front of the bush He moves closer to the puddle



Puppy bends down to get ready to jump

Medium shot showing Hazel running away 
frightened

He makes a big splash when he landedPuppy jumps up

Hazel stops as she hears a barkHazel swings her arms as she runs away
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Hazel looks back as she hears a dog barking

He makes a big splashHe jumps upPuppy bends down to get ready to jump

Puppy standing in the puddleHer facial expression changes as she 
is surprised
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Close up to show her facial expressions. Hazel 
is surprised

She gives me a smile She covers her mouth to show she is laughing

Hazel giggles Puppy standing in the puddle He notices Hazel watching him
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He walks away. Hazel is confused.Puppy bends and wiggles his tail

Dialogue:
Hazel: Hello there, are you lost puppy?

He wiggles his tail back and forthHe wiggles his tail to show he's happy to see 
her

He jumps onto Hazel with his tail wiggling



Hazel gets sad and looks downHazel is confused

He's behind the bushHe jumps behind the bushHe walks up to the bush and prepares to jump

Dialogue:
Hazel: Come back, please don't leave
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Hazel closes her eyes to show her sadness

He looks straight forward while bending downHe wiggles his tail to show he wants to playHe bends down and wiggles his tail to show he 
wants to play

He comes back and brought a stick. He wiggles 
his tail with joy

She hears rustling of the leaves
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She swings the sticks sideways. He bends 
down and wiggles his tail to show he's ready 
to play.

Long shot to show Hazel and Snuffles playing 
fetch

Point of view shot. Hazel is holding the stickHe bends down again and wiggles his tail to 
show he wants to play

He stands up straight

Hazel turns sideway to throw the stick
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He catches the stickSnuffles jumps up to fetch the stick

Medium shot and background blurred to 
show Snuffles chasing the stick

He wiggles his tail as he chases the stickHazel slightly bends down and throws the stick

He jumps down away from the screen
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He tilts his head

The background is no longer blurredHe jumps down away from the screenHe jumps down away from the screen

Snuffles holds the stick in his mouth He looks straight on


